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THE CHALLENGE
In times of turbulence…no other choice but to
build greater resilience

RESILIENCE: Look for Opportunities.
We will not go back to
“normal”. Resilience includes
the capacity to prepare for
disruptions, recovery from
shocks, to adapt and move
forward.

We must understand the
system (inefficiencies and
opportunities) and to be able
to make it more resilient and
to revitalize it.

Who are the clients, who are
the decision makers, who is
facing the challenges?

Transport agencies are too
traditional in their views.
MAAS (Mobility As A
Service) interventions were
moving too slow before
COVID-19.

Financial pockets: Look for
climate funds.

CONTAINMENT, MITIGATION AND RECOVERY Phases.
Containment: Focus on Health and Social Protection.

Bring protocols and guidance to keep the civil works sites open, to support the transport operators,
use of emergency clauses, restructure projects to adapt and add more time and resources. To
asses interventions for the next phases. We must start now.
Mitigation: Support and adapt the Transport Systems and operators to deal with social distancing
/health norms, support alternative modes (transport) and manage environmental impacts. Look for
Best Practices. Raise awareness, to understand the different situations and needs of the clients.
Recovery: Design with focus on jobs and intermodal interventions. Bring technology to the center
to maximize efficiency. Special attention to environment, look for Climate funds to enhance financial
capacity towards SDGs and NDCs.

CHALLENGES to Adapt and Revitalize.

1

2

3

4

National
governments:
The importance
of horizontallyminded set (e.g.
“Economy /
Development”)
silo structures
(Health-Social
ProtectionInfrastructure)

Local authorities:
Current capacity,
resilience,
resources. MOF
understand
expenditures but
not mobility.

Traditional
Finance
resources
became
unavailable.
Transport
demand is low
but not the
sector demands.
Fixed cost, the
need to flatten
the curve.
The role of
Climate funds an
Private sector.

One-track mind
set at the road
and transport
agencies: “Mass
transport cannot
work with social
distancing”.
However, it
must.

5
Apparent
contradictions
Too much
people/traffic or
almost none.
Labor intense
operations vs
modernization
and cost
reduction
operations.

6
Striking evidence
of environmental
impact – How to
reload networks
smartly?
- Best Practices
- Attention to the
rural
- Beyond Apps,
flatten the
demand curve.
-New
infrastructure to
adapt public
space to
COVID19.

Transport System approach: From “brick and mortar” to the tool TO FIGHT POVERTY.

The sector
needs to master
the link between
connectivity /
mobility with the
social agendas
in the countries.

Access to
Transport can
be deterrent to
jobs creation
you need people
(Urban , Rural)
and goods on
the move.

BRING
TRANSPORT
SECTOR BACK
TO THE MAIN
TABLE with data
and rationale.

Multidisciplinary
approaches to
design and
assess
Transport
Interventions:
Engineering,
ITS, DD and
Behavioral
Science

